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adapting threat defenses for your organization that are

Key benefits of Inception

imperceptible to even the most sophisticated attackers.

Inception is your trusted partner, guiding you through threat

The Inception™ platform creates tailored, constantly

analysis, detection, and response. It automates processes
We start with what’s unique to your environment and

that have traditionally made detecting compromise tedious

contextualize it at scale so security teams can easily

and time consuming. And the platform offers a rich set of

understand and act on novel discoveries.

investigation tools to help you outsmart attackers.

Detects compromise across past,
present, and future states
Inception treats all files as suspicious and pre-preserves
them as evidence to speed detection and uncover previously
unknown compromises. By continuously evaluating the
entirety of evidence in light of emerging insights, we unlock
time. You can detect compromise across the past, present,
and future states of your organization’s environment, denying
attackers places to hide.

Produces contextual threat intelligence
With its inside-out approach, Inception uncovers what’s most
important to your organization. The platform starts by
analyzing your files to produce intelligence and then enriches
it with external information to deliver actionable insights for
detection and response teams. Inception amplifies the novel
activity and interesting relationships between files in your
environment. It helps you identify malware variants and
uncover low-prevalence artifacts that indicate nefarious
activity.

Keeps you out of attackers’ reach
Inception helps you outsmart even the most sophisticated
attackers with unique threat detection for your organization
that is imperceptible to attackers. It does this by giving you a
platform for creating tailored defenses and intelligence that
the attackers can’t test against or reverse engineer.

Inception allows your threat intelligence,
incident response, and SOC teams to
collaborate and iterate on unique defenses.

1. Collect

2. Analyze

It's easy to collect any file within your environment
for recursive investigation.

It automatically analyzes all collected files–past and
present–to create tailored intelligence and enrich it
with external information. Inception:

Safely collect, preserve, and keep files active for
continuous analysis:

Evaluates every file continuously, based on
emerging intelligence

Ingest any file and keep it for continuous analysis
Pull files from wherever they are

Scans every file with 32+ AV engines and returns
the tally and signatures of suspicious files
Continually analyzes your tagged IOC queries

Store your own malware samples or enable feeds
of malware
Continuously scan all stored files

and notifies you as new information comes in
Does pattern-matching against files and feeds
Enables efficient management of thousands of
YARA rules: pre-loaded, feeds, custom, new
Provides syntax guidance for your YARA rules

3. Investigate

4. Connect

Use the holistic, pre-preserved view of your

Inception is designed to integrate with your security

environment to separate the signal from the noise,
understand relationships between the malicious and
the suspicious, identify previous compromises, and
prevent future threats.

workflow. You can use pre-built integrations or use
the Inception API to build a custom integration.
You can:

Hunt for signal across your centrally stored files
with our powerful query language
Re-investigate IOCs as new information comes in
to eliminate false negatives
Uncover anomalies, variants, unique
relationships, and low-prevalence files
Detonate files to generate more signal

Get notified about alerts in Inception in your
ticketing system, inbox, or chat update
Log Inception events and alerts to your SIEM
Plug directly into your security infrastructure and
integrate with SOAR or other applications
Identify false negatives from your auto-triaged
events by integrating enriched IOC data in your
SOAR

Inception Platform

Use Cases
Gain visibility, customize defenses, analyze suspicious
files, and triage more effectively
Organizations and security teams in all industries find value in the Inception platform in their security workflow. Here are some key
use cases they employ.

Detect hidden threats with visibility into malicious activity that traditional defenses miss
The Inception platform enables you to efficiently identify suspicious artifacts and malware that have evaded your detection and
prevention security controls. Inception continuously analyzes your environment against the latest threat intelligence from multiple
sources and uncovers threats that would otherwise remain undetected. Even your investigations of suspicious activity are preserved
for ongoing analysis by the platform. When you identify malware-led attacks, Inception helps you streamline your triage, investigation,
and remediation process, and create tailored defenses that attackers cannot test against.

Create customized defenses with contextual threat intel, from external and your own
The Inception platform extracts IoCs and observables from suspicious files in your environment. This inside-out approach ensures
that the identified IoCs are applicable to your environment. This keeps the volume low while providing important context to your
analysts about where each IoC came from and how your team can best defend your organization against it. These low-volume
targeted IoCs can be used to block adversary access via integration with the protection tools (Firewalls, EDR, etc. used for enrichment
of detection and response information. Inception prioritizes threats inside your environment, while continuously analyzing your files
against the latest threat intelligence from multiple sources.

Make the attack-of-the-day a non-event for your business
When a new form of ransomware or nation-state attack hits the news, your team doesn’t have to wait for threat intel feeds to be
updated or your security vendors to roll out updates. You can begin looking for its traces in your environment because the Inception
platform collects all of your file corpus and pre-preserves it as evidence. It extracts features out of these files – including files that
may have been deleted – and continuously analyzes them against the latest threat intelligence.

Triage every alert with research-grade understanding
Inception provides your team a one-stop-shop for static and dynamic analysis of potential malware and presents all of the
information in an easy-to-use interface. Inception also provides file enrichment APIs that can pull information directly into your SIEM
and/or SOAR. Once your files are loaded into Inception via the lightweight file forwarder, they are continuously evaluated against the
latest threat intelligence that includes the Inception platform’s shared corpus of hundreds of millions of malware samples. Inception
can also compare the features of the convicted files against the overall file corpus of your organization and highlight any files that
look similar to the bad one. You can also use the Inception platform to analyze files from systems that you believe were infected on an
ad hoc basis.
Contact us to learn more about how the Inception platform can help your security team outsmart any attacker.

About Stairwell
Stairwell helps organizations take back the cybersecurity high ground with solutions that attackers can’t evade. Its flagship product, the Inception
platform, enables security teams to outsmart any attacker. Visit stairwell.com and connect with us on Twitter,, LinkedIn,, and Facebook..
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